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Major principles:


1. We use long established spectroscopic ideas 
(1926-1932) and especially free up the electronic 
transition moments (i.e. let         transition moments 
depend on phonon coordinates, as indeed they must)!


2. The resulting indirect (phonon assisted) transitions 
vastly outnumber and often dominate direct (no 
phonon) transitions, leading to compelling departures 
from previous explanations of many experiments



We began with polyacetylene…

(Incidentally, graphene IS the new polyacetylene!)


1980’s: Polyacetylene was the first conducting organic polymer, was 
expected to revolutionize electronics. Nobel Prizes awarded in 2000 
Heeger, MacDiarmid Shirakawa. Its Raman spectrum was not 
explained until 2015 and that understanding led to insights into 
graphene.
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Strong Fast Pulsed Absorption 
and Emission Experiments

Absorption and Raman Spectroscopy

Graphene 



1. VIS-UV absorption spectrum  is partially phonon-assisted 
in nature, especially in the UV, even for weak radiation

Strong Fast Pulsed 

Absorption and Emission





“Universal” more honored in the breach than the observance
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Amplitude is coherently summed over all 
the sliding transitions; same phonon for 
each




sum of all 
these indirect 
processes ⇠ !22~!



TB-DFT using modified wave functions in presence of  
phonon distortions to get the T.M.

NO electron-phonon scattering - just Born-Oppenheimer

and Franck-Condon theory



Strong Fast Pulsed 

Absorption and Emission



E = 0.75 ev per

electron



Wang-Heinz

Emission to the blue of 30 fs pulses



Ultrafast luminesence- blackbody emission?
T should have been about 9000K!! 

2/3 of the energy of the electrons 
have to be removed to get a fit.

How could the energy have 
disappeared in under a couple of fs?

kT = 0.75 V 

9000 K





v
Indirect absorption

Indirect emission following  
Indirect absorption 

There are far more indirect transitions and 
they are always “on” 



Indirect absorption-indirect emission 
prediction, no adjustable parameters

 No relaxation, no ad-hoc energy removal. Instant (no 
lag) agreement.

2! rule is 

obeyed 

by the 

experiment



Indirect mechanism for e-h population and emission  
predicts fluence     photoluminescence strength2



Conclusions: 


Ultrafast e-e relaxation is not 
supported by the data


Phonon assisted transitions are 
ubiquitous



Absorption and Raman Spectroscopy

Graphene 



Extending Kramers-Heisenberg-Dirac Raman theory 

to 2D crystals 2016



KHD is circa 1926 2nd order light-matter 
perturbation theory, with transition moments that 
may depend on phonon coordinates.   It has been 
used for 90 years, even to explain PAH’s

“double resonance,” circa 2000 and used only in the 
carbon community, is a different theory,  4th order 
perturbation theory with fixed transition moments. 
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Many sliding D transitions become allowed with hole 
doping - leading to bright continuum electronic Raman 
emission 
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Production of a D phonon requiring defect 
backscattering to emit

E = ωI

ωi

2k-2k
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This happens instantly! 

No waiting - caused by transition moment

defect elastic 

backscattering
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D phonon energy is dispersive with k.  About 50 cm  per 

ev of electronic energy

D
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All linear sliding reversals in a set 
give identical oppositely heading 
pairs of phonons, and the same 
final state of the system, so these 
processes interfere constructively 

D

D

Sliding path reversal gives coherent 2D 
Raman phonons

The wellspring of the ultra bright 2D overtone!
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Exciton. (Where you find the electron, 
you find the hole nearby, and vise-
versa)
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Anti-exciton with momentum


Amplitude is coherently summed over all 
the sliding transitions; same phonon for 
each




Doped IR and Far IR light 
absorption and sum rule



Summary

Weak “universal” absorption, strong pulsed 
absorption, fast emission, and all major 
Raman phenomenology fits in one framework, 
by unfreezing the electronic transition 
moments to allow dependence on phonon 
displacement, and following the implications. 

Phonons abound!  Mostly ones you never 
see….












The beautiful

experimental sum

rule verified

at different dopings

has been explained 

in a puzzling way

Sum rule for inter and intraband



Indirect 
processes

are used to 

justify far 
infrared excess

Missing direct 
processes

explain infrared 
deficit

Trouble: these two distinct types of processes differ by a 
phonon production matrix element, spoiling the sum rule.







Theory using phononless 
intraband absorption



32 cm     2D anomaly: -8 twice making 2D Stokes, 

+8 twice making 2D anti-Stokes

-1



Disappearing act of 2D in the UV 



What justifies a blackbody emission?
Even if the populations of electrons and hole were 
thermal at some T, why should they emit blackbody 
radiation?  


(1) The absorption profiles are not constant 


(2) Blackbody radiation is emitted by optically thick 
samples in equilibrium - graphene could not be any 
thinner


(3) What happened to specific electron - hole emission 
mechanisms?


(4) Assuming thermal populations, neither direct nor 
indirect mechanisms give blackbody radiation




Evidence of femtosecond relaxation? 
No - sliding transitions populate this absorption 
profile in 0 time 





Mystery

The coherent sum of all one-photon sliding transitions (each 
is a coherent amplitude)  is a kind of is a kind of anti-exciton, 
with momentum 



distance dependence of absorption 
probability
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The same phonon is produced for any amount of 
collinear sliding on linear cones  
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ωi
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This happens instantly!  
No waiting - caused by transition moment2k-2k

electronic transition 
diminished  to “pay” 
for resonant phonon 
 creation

same phonon



1. An infrared and THz absorption problem is 
identified and solved with new physics
1. VIS-UV absorption spectrum  is partially 
indirect in nature

Graphene Absorption and 
Raman Spectroscopy



D phonon production in emission
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